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We study the Cauchy problem for a Schrodinger type operator
L = L(t, x, Dt, Dx)=Dt+±-Jl(Dj-aj(t, x)f+c{t, x),
u j―i
where aft, x), c(t, *)eC?([0, T] ; &°°(Rn)),(T>0), a}(t, *)= aj(t, x) + iaIj{t,x)
(aj(t, x) and aft, x) are real valued functions) for j―l, ■･■,n and Dt=―id/dt,
Dj――id/dXj. Here ^°°{Rn) denotes the set of C°°-functions whose derivatives
of any order are all bounded in Rn and g{t, x)eC{([0, T] ; X) (k-0, 1, 2, ･･･)
means that the mapping: [0, T^^t―*g(t)^X is ^-times continuously differentia-
ble in the topology of X.
In this paper we give a sufficient condition for the Cauchy problem
f L(t, x, Du Dx)u(t, x)=f(t, x), (t, *)e[0, nxRn, (T>0),
(1.1)
I m(0, x)=uo(x), xe^Rn
to be //oo-wellposed in [0, T] (T>0), where Hs denotes the Sobolev space of
order s and i/oo=n--o<s<c≫//s.
We say that the Cauchy problem (1.1) is //oo-wellposed in [0, T] if for any
initial data u^H^ and f(t, x)eC?([0, T] ;//,) there exists a unique solution
u(t, x)eCK[0, T] ; HX), and for any se/?1 there exist constants C(s, T)>0 and
s'ei?1 such that the energy inequality
(1.2) ＼＼u(t,OII(.)^C(s, ^{lluolh.-j +
jjI/Cr,
-)ll(≪')rfr}
holds for £e[0, T]. Here, ＼＼u(t,Olloo denotes the Hs norm.
Let us brieflyrecall some known facts. In [3], Ichinose obtained a neces-
sary condition of the Cauchy problem (1.1) to be //oo-wellposed. The sufficient
conditions for the Cauchy problem (1.1) to be ^-wellposed are given by Ichi-
nose [2] and Takeuchi [6].
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The following theorem, which is the main result of the present paper, gives
a sufficientcondition for the Cauchy problem (1.1) to be //oo-wellposed.




for (t, *)e[0, T^＼xRn and for any multi-indicesa (|a|^l) and j―l, ■･･,n, where
C and Ca are positiveconstants and <x>=(l+ |x＼2)112.Then the Cauchy problem
for (1.1)is Hm-wellposed in [0, T].
(1.4)




for (t,x)e[0, T]xRn and for any multi-indices
where C and Ca are positiveconstants,then the
wellposedin [0, T].
a (|a|^l) and j=l, ･･･,n
Cauchy problem (1.1)is Lz
Remark 1.3. In the case of T<0, we can prove Theorem 1.1in the same
way.
To prove Theorem 1.1 we modify the method given in [5], Ch. 7,§3.
Conjugating L by a pseudo-differential operator K{t, x, Dx) with its symbol






we reduce L to K~1°L°K=Dt―P(t). Then taking a parameter M>0 sufficiently
large, we can make the imaginary part of P(t) nonnegative in L2{Rn) and there-
fore can obtain an energy estimate in L2-sense for the operator Dt―P(t).
Remark L4. If (1.4)is valid, we replace <x> in (1.5) by <x>1+£. Then
K(t, x, Ds) becomes a bounded operator from L＼Rn) to L＼Rn).
Let us sum up the contents of the paper briefly. In Section 2 we shall
prove that there exists the inverse operator of K as a pseudo-differentialoperator.
In Section 3 we shall give the expression of P(t) and prove Theorem 1.1.
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§2. Existence of inverse of eA.
In this section we shall show the existence of inverse operator of K―
eA(t,x, Dx). We can solve the solution A(t, x,£)of (1.5) as follows



















<x> ― x-cy J
Remark 2.1. If (1.4)is valid, we take A(t, x,£)as
^'*'f)=fc^l≪ds
Then we can see easily ＼A{f){t,x,£)＼<Ca,pVa] for any multi-indices a, /3,t^
[0, T] and x, %<=Rn, where A{$(t, x, $)=d%DlA(t, x, |).
Lemma 2.2. One can find C>0 such that
(2.3) /[(if,x, £)^CM(1 + Iog <££≫
/or ^e[0, T] anrf(x, f)e/?2".
Proof. When <x)^2t＼g＼,we obtain









<%> ― %-Q>~"<X>2 ―(X'O))2
A(t, x, £)= M<|log{
This completes the proof.
£2<x)
<x-t&+t＼$＼-x£>+f|gl-*-a>j
<x> ― x-o) J
logp^l>+^kcMlog≪|>.
LEMMA 2.3. One can find C>0 and positiveinteger I such that
{ expA(t, x+y, $)£eCM(l+ ＼y|+/| rj＼)m,
(2.4)
I expA(.t, x,$+v)£eCM(l+＼y＼+t＼V＼)Ml
for ＼x＼^4t＼$＼,x y, $, tjzeR", ?e[0, T] and M>0.
Proof. When |x|>2|y|, since |x + v|>U -＼y＼>＼x＼/2>2t＼£＼,we obtain





When |x|^2|;y|, since ＼y|^ ＼x＼/2^2t＼£＼,(2.3) implies
(2.6) A{t, x+y, %)£CM log <f£>^CM log <^> .
When |^|^ 1171,it follows from (2.3) that
(2.7) A(f, x,$+v)^CMlog<t($+7))>^C'M＼og<tr]>.
When ||i ^ 1171,we have






This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Now we put
(2.9) /(*, 0= < V|||/





for |jc|^4*|£|, x, $, r]ZERn and fe[O, T], where x'-x or x―t£.
Proof. Since l/3£f(x', g)£3 for ＼x'＼<l, (2.10) is trivial for ＼x'＼^l.




































Using the Taylor's formula
(2.12) /(*', $+V)=f(x', £)+ S ftj(x', $)Vj+2 S
T^
J=l J |a|=2jo ≪
/<">(*', S+0-n)i)ad0









＼$＼{(＼x'＼+x' 'G>)(＼x'＼-x' -(d)+ 1)＼
2<x'>＼hj(x', a>)＼
where ≪ty=&/|£| and hj{x', o))―{x'･q))q}j―x'j. Since hj(a>,<o)=0, we have






Since hj(x', <y)is a homogeneous functions of degree 1 with respect to x', there





(2.15) |hj(x', a))| ^ V2c | x' 11/2(|x'| -(x'-a)))112.





By (2.11),(2.12),(2.13) and (2.16), we obtain
Moreover if we put £+in=z, it follows from (2.17) that
(2.18)
/(*',£) f(x',Z-7l)
/(*',£+ ?) f(x', Z)
This proves Lemma 2.4.
£C .
£C(-VY=C<VY .
Lemma 2.5. One can find C>0 such that
(2.19)
for x, y, £e/?B.
V fix,R ) = ^?





From now on we assume that x-|^0 and |x|3sl. Using Taylor's formula, we
may write
(2.21) f(x+y, £)=/(*, $)+ S fx(x, $)y,+2 S
[
i=l y Ia 1=2JO
1-0
(iy)af(a)(x + Oy, $)dd,
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/*/*,£) Xj-ODj^x) ≪X) + (x-to))(Xj-Q)j(x))





U|(U| ―X-Q)) + l
=£j/|£| and p{x, a>)= ＼x― a)＼x＼＼. Since
p{x, (o)2=＼x― (o＼x＼]2= | x|2―2|x|x-o>+|x|2
=2(＼x＼-X'<o)＼x ,
P(X, Q))=V2{(＼X＼-X-Q))＼X＼Y'2
It follows from (2.23) and (2.24) that
fxjjx, $) 2V2(＼x＼(＼x＼-X'W
f(x,$) ＼x＼(＼x＼-x-<d)+ 1
By (2.20),(2.21),(2.22) and (2.25), we have




This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.6. One can find 00 and a positiveinteger I such that
exp {-A(t, x, £+v)+A(t, x+y, £)}^ eCM(＼y＼+t＼f]＼+l)Ml
for x, y, $,ri^Rn, fe[O, T] and M>0.
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Proof. When |*|^4f|£|, we have (2.28) from Lemma 2.3. When ＼x＼^
4f|£|,it follows from (2.1) that
exp {-A(t, x,£+v)+A(t, x+y, &)
f <x>-x-((|+)?)/|g+)?l)
Kx-tG+tfy+tie+yl-x-M+yyiZ+rjl)
















"^m^ymir1}"^ ･-■*- w≪- -+*≪≫
={* x, M-3)
f(x-t(£ + 7)), $ + 7]) f(x+y, £)
}■
Because vli(£,x, |) is bounded when |||^1, (2.28) can be obtained by using
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
LEMMA 2.7. For any multi-indices a, B (|a+)8|^l), we have
(2.29)
for x, $(ERn and fe[O, T~＼.
Alf.it,x,&＼£Ca.pV°*
Proof. For any multi-indices a, /3
*≪(<^)N
Therefore we have
(|a+iS|^l) we can estimate
sl≪l-l <g>s|a|
C--'-<x-,V>.≫." fOr|a|=°
＼Al$(t, x,$)＼ = *≪!:^i*c-"'"
for |a|^l,
This proves Lemma 2.7.
Let a(K)(t, x, Dx) and o(K)(t, x, Dx) be pseudo-differentialoperators with
its symbols o{K)(t, x, $) = exp(A(t, x, $)) and <r(K)(t,x, %)=exp( ―A(t, x, $))





o{K°K)(t, x, & = l-a(R)(t, x, £)
(2.31) o{R){t, x, $)= S
^ps-＼＼e-iv-v{D$A(t,
x, g+v)}e~A(t-x'S+v
X{drxA(t, x + 0y, £)}eA<t'x+ev-S>dy37jd0 (3V = (27t)-ndV)
Here an oscillatory integral of a symbol a(x, £) means
Os-＼＼e~iv'Va(y, y)dy37j = ＼＼m＼＼e-iv-n(sy,ey)a(y, rfdyfir)
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for l(=S in R2n such that 1(0, 0)=l.
Lemma 2.8. Assume that A(t, x, £)satisfies(2.28) and (2.29). Le* R±(t,x, Dx)
be a pseudo-differential operators with its symbol r±{t,x, £) satisfying
(2.32) ＼r±＼$(t,x, £)＼<Ca,^ym±(xy±e±Mt-x^
for fe[0, T] ancf x, $<=Rn, where m± and k± are real numbers. Then q(t, x, £)
= a(R-°R+)(t, x, $) satisfies
＼q＼$(t,x, $)＼^Ca,^ym- + m+<xy-+*+
for fe[0, T] anrf x, £ei?n.
Proof, ^(f, x, £)is written by
^ x, ^rrOs-Jje-^-'r.Cf, x, |+>7)r+a, x+^, $)dy2V .
Noting that (2.32), (2.28), (2.29) and e-iy-*=(yy2m(Driyme-iv-7' = ^y2m(Dy}2m
e-iv-v are valid, we get by use of integration by parts
＼aft＼(t.x. ^1
P'-P
X≪?>-≫<Z>,>lm(r-)i?W, x, $+V)(r+)＼fzf.](f,x+y, $)＼dy3V
^C≪,jS,m<|> -+"l+<x>*-+*+Jj<3;>-2ro+*+<5?>-2m+m-
Xexp {-A(t, x,£+v)+A(t, x+y, %)}dy3v
Taking ro=max([(£ ++ M/+n)/2+l], [(m_ + M/+n)/2+l]), we get Lemma 2.8.
dydridd .
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Here [s] denotes the largest integer not greater than s.
It follows from Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 that a(R)(t, x, £)given in (2.31)
satisfies＼o(R)l$(f,x, £)|^tCa,p for fe[0, T] and x,^Rn. So we get the
inverse operator of K by the following Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 2.9 (Ichinose [2], Lemma 2). // To (0<To^T) w sma//, for fe
[0, To] f/ieinverse operator (I―R)~l(t, x, Dx) of (I―R)(t, x, Dx) existsas the
continuous map from Hs to Hs space (sGi?1) and a((I―R)~l)(t,x,£) belongs to
5S,o uniformly in ?e[0, To]. Moreover the inverse operator K~＼t, x, Dx) of
K(t, x, Dx) is given by
(2.33) K~＼t, x, Dx)=(I-Ry＼t, x, Dx)°K{t, x, Dx) .
§3. Proof of Theorem.
We put u(t, x)=Kv(f, x), where a(K)(t, x,£)=exp {Ait, x,£)). Then noting
that A(t, x,£)satisfies(1.5) we have
(3.1) Lu(t, x)=L°Kv(t, x)
=K'(Dt-jA)v(t, x)
+ Je"-≪(iM(f, x, £)-IJa/f, x)^+flJjDjA)eAv(t, £)<?£





(3.2) <j(Kx)(t, x, |)
and
(3.3)
+ S a£j)i)(t,£)<7|+S KjV(t, *)=/(*, x)
;=1 / J=l





Sfl,(f, x + Oy)$j+
*M<f>
<x + dy> i (n
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Lemma 3.1. One can find Ca,piM and C'a<^M such that
for fe[0, T] and x,£^Rn.
Proof. By (2.28) and (2.29), the firstestimate of (3.4) can be shown by
simple computation. Noting that (2.28), (2.29) and e-iy-v= (yy-im(Driyme-iv-r>











where / is a positiveinteger given in Lemma 2.6. Taking m=max([n+l)/2+l],
[(n+M/)/2+l]), we get the second estimate of (3.4).
Therefore we can transform the Cauchy problem (1.1) to the following
problem
(3.5)
f (Dt-P(t))v(t, x)=f(f, x), (t, x)e=[O, nxRn, (T>0),
1
v(0. x)=vo(x) (=uo(x)), x^Rn








+ 2 aj(f, x)&
j ―1
Then it follows from Lemma 2.7,Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 3.1 that o{K~1°K1)





for t(E[0, To] and x, £ei?n.
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose (1.3) is valid. Then there is 0<7＼^T such that for
any v0e//s+2 and f(t, x)eC°([0, T{] ;Hs+2) there exists a unique solution v(t, x)
of (3.5) which belongs to Cl([0, 7＼] ; Ht)nC°t([0, 7＼] ; Hs+2) and moreover for any




for fe[O, 7＼], /=0, 1, 2.
The proof of this theorem is the same way as that of Theorem 4.1 in [1]
Following the idea of Kumano-go [4] we introduce the series {£*(£)}T=i as
(3.10) C*(£)=(v sin-^, ･-, vsin^)
and definePv{t)―pv{t,x, Dx) as
(3.11) PJ(t,x,$=p(t,x,t:jR).












( i) l^(£)^min≪£>, Vl+n^),
iD ＼d$u&＼<Aau$y-ia],
(3.14)
iii) Xv($)―> <£> (v ―> oo) On i?f ,
l> (uniform convergence in a compact set).
Denote by S^.,,3 (0<L8^p^l, d<l) the set of symbols q(x,|)eC°°(i?2n)satis-
fying
(3.15) l?$(*,0I^CB/,;W0≫-''*'+**
for any multi-index a, /3 and S 5=S< >,pj. Then we get the following lemma
(Kumanogo [4], Ch. 7, Lemma 3.3).
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Lemma 3.3. For q(x,£)eS£3 (0£8^p^l, 8<1), we put qv{x, g)=q(x, C,(l))-
Then qv{x,^)gS ,p,j(O^d^p^l, 8<1), and for any a, /3 there is constant Aa,p





qv(x, £)―>q{x, £) (uniformly) (y-≫oo) in R%XKS
an arbitrary compact set of R% and ＼g＼iO)― mRXla+B＼^i supz,f£CTx
We get the followinglemma (Kumano-go [4], Ch. 7, Theorem 1.6)
Lemma 3.4. Q―q(x, Dx)gSI,0 is a continuous mapping from L2 to L2 and
there are C>0 and a positiveinteger I such that
(3.17) H(?M|lL.^(Ck|J(0>)||M||Lo for u^L,{Rn).
Proposition 3.5. Suppose (1.3)is valid. Then there is 7＼(0<7＼^T0) such
that for any ?;0eI2 and any f(t, x)gC?([0, T{] ; L2) and there existsa unique solu-












where Ci{T{), 2^^, C3(T{) and C^Ti) are constantswhich are independent of
v, and AU=XU(DX), II･11= 11-h., /=0. 1, 2.
Proof. I) If we fix v arbitrarily,we have pit, x, f)e^?([0, 7] ; jc°°(i?|^)).
Since ^°°(i?|"f)=So,o,from Lemma 3.4 it follows that Pv(t) is an L2-bounded
operator uniformly with respect to t. Therefore there is a unique solution
vJt)^CK＼~0. T,l: L2) of the integral eauation
(3.22) vv(t)=v0+i[''Pv(T)vv(r)dt+i['K^dt
Jo Jo





where a(Av)G)=U&, A*=All2°<x>-1'2, A^(xy"*°Al12 and o{Bv){x, £)eS$,0
uniformly in v. If follows from (3.12) that
(3.24) f＼＼vv{t, -)H2=2i?
―Re{iiivvv, vv)―2MRe{(xyl°Avvv, vv)
―Re(al(t, x, Dx)vv, vv)+Re{ia*{t, x, Dx)vv, vv)
-Re{i{K~l<>K,)vvv, vv)-Re{i(K-l°K*)vvv, vu)+2Re(,if, vv),
where <r(4,)(£)=-2?=i (f sin(^/p))2, a{a[){t, x, |)=S"=i aft, x)Hv}(£) and o(a*)




for fe[0, T0] and x, |e/?re. In fact, it follows from (3.8) and Lemma 3.3 that
W^iK-^K^y satisfies
(3.26) ＼Wv＼$(t,x, dl^tC^p.uUSKxy1
for /e[0, TJ, x, £<Ei?n and y=l, 2, ･■･. Moreover we can express
J(t, x, S^Os-^e-W'^x+pywtfiKS+riWti, x+y2, %+v2)
Xk-ll＼^+f]sXx+ysy1'2dy1dy2dys37jia7]z3r]s>
where yz-r}*=y1-Y}1+y2-7}2-＼-ys-7}Band $*=y1+ ･■■+y} (j=l, 2, 3). By virture
of (3.26) we get (3.25) in the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.1. By (3.25),
Lemma 3.4, and the Schwartz' inequality, we have
(3.27) ReiiK-'oK^Vv, vv)=Re(J(x, DKxy^Al'^, <xy1'2All2vl/)
mj(x,D)<xYllzAy*vv＼＼KxYllzAli*vv＼＼
^tCM＼J＼l°>Kxy^Ali>vJ>.
Since aj(t, x) (j = 1, ･･･, n) are real valued, we have
Redact, x, Dx)vv,v,)^C|K||2.
Putting M^suptGo.n.zefln {<*>|a7a, x)＼＼,we have
(3.28) Re(al(t,x, Dx)vu>v^M.Kxy^AVH^+CWv.V
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Therefore by (3.24), (3.27) and (3.28) we get
(3.29) jt＼＼vv{t,'W<{-2M+M1+tCM)Kxy-^AmVu{ti .)r
+ CM＼＼vv{t,-)H2+C||/a5 -)＼＼＼＼vv(t,Oil-
We take M (>Mx/2) and T1=mm((2M-M1)/CM! To). Then
(3.30) -2M+M1+tCM^0
for fe[0, TJ. By (3.29) we get
(3.31)
^II^COII^CMH^COII
+ II/COII} tfe[0, 7＼]; v=l, 2, ･･･)








for te.[0, 7＼] and x, %<=Rn uniformly with respect to v. Here, ＼_A,B~] denotes
the commutator of operators for A and B, thatis A°B―B°A. In fact, we have
=Os-＼[e-iy-i>H($+v)P^' x+y> Sdyfy -PM, x, $)Xi(B)
iri=iJo JJ
^S＼1jOs~＼＼e~iv"!(xi)ir)^+v)
x{<T(av)ir)(t,x + dy, S-^oitK-^K,)*)^, x + dy, &}dyclVdd
Repeating the same argument as in the proof of (3.25), by use of (3.8),(3.16)
and (3.26) we can estimate
(3.34) ＼o&A{, Pvl)l$(t, x, 0|Cttl/,.*;U0>.
This implies (3.33). Hence by (3.32) and (3.33),we get (3.19) similarly to (3.18).
On the other hand, noting
jAlvv=i{AioPvoAzJ-a}oAl+ivv+iAJJ








By (3.29) and (3.19), we get (3.20). Noting vv{t)-vv{f)=^{d/dT)vv{t)dv, we get
(3.21) from (3.20). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.
From Proposition 3.5, we can prove Theorem 3.2 in the same way as
Kumano-ero T41. Ch. 7. Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 3.2 we can see that there exists a
solution v(t,x)<eCJ([0, T12;Hoo) of the Cauchy problem (3.5) and by (3.9) we




for any s^R1 and £e[0, 7＼]. Hence, we obtain the unique solution u(t,x)―





for any sei?1 and £e[0, T{]. We can extend the existence interval [0, 7＼] of
the solution u(t, x) to [0, T] as follows. Consider the Cauchy problem
Lw(t, x)=f(t, x) on [Tx, Tz~＼xRnx, w(Tu x)=u(Tu x).
Then, we get the solution w{t, x)elC＼{[T1,T8] ;//≪,)where T2=min(2T1, T) in
the same way as in the construction of u(t,x)eCJ([0, TJ ; //≪,).Define
f m(?,x) for 0^^T1;
I u;(f,x) for T^t^Tz.
Then u(f,x) belongs to C＼[_0,T2] ;//≪)and satisfies(1.1)in [0, T2], Repeating
this process, the solution u(t, x) satisfying (1.1) in [0, T] is obtained. The
energy estimate (3.36) implies the uniqueness of solution of (1.1).
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